Abstract. We introduce a notion of C Ã -symbolic dynamical system, that is a finite family of endomorphisms of a C Ã -algebra with some conditions. The endomorphisms are indexed by symbols and yield both a nontrivial subshift and a Hilbert C Ã -bimodule. The associated C Ã -algebra with the Hilbert C Ã -bimodule is regarded as a crossed product by the subshift. We also introduce a notion of strong shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems. We then prove that if two C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems are strong shift equivalent, the gauge actions of the crossed product C Ã -algebras by their subshifts are stably outer conjugate.
Introduction
In [CK] , J. Cuntz and W. Krieger have founded a close relationship between symbolic dynamics and C Ã -algebras (cf. [C2] ). They constructed purely infinite simple C Ã -algebras from irreducible topological Markov shifts. They have proved that their stabilization with gauge action is invariant under topological conjugacy of topological Markov shifts, so that K-theoretic invariants of the C Ã -algebras with gauge actions yield invariants of topological Markov shifts. The invariants are the dimension groups [Kr] and the Bowen-Franks groups [BF] , that play a crucial rô le in the classification theory of topological Markov shifts. R. F. Williams has classified topological Markov shifts in terms of an algebraic relation called strong shift equivalence of underlying matrices [Wi] .
In [Ma] , the author introduced a notion of l-graph system, whose matrix version is called symbolic matrix system. A l-graph system is a generalization of a finite labeled graph and presents a subshift. Conversely any subshift is presented by a l-graph system, and the topological conjugacy classes of the subshifts exactly correspond to the strong shift equivalence classes of the symbolic matrix systems of the canonical l-graph systems. He constructed C Ã -algebras from l-graph systems [Ma2] as a generalization of the above Cuntz-Krieger algebras. It has been proved that the outer conjugacy class of the stabilized gauge actions of the C Ã -algebras is invariant under strong shift equivalence of the symbolic matrix systems of the l-graph systems [Ma3] . Hence K-theoretic invariants of the C Ã -algebras with gauge actions constructed from l-graph systems yield invariants of topological conjugacy classes of subshifts.
In this paper, we will study and generalize the above discussions in purely C Ã -algebra setting. We will introduce a notion of C Ã -symbolic dynamical system, that is a finite family fr a g a A S of endomorphisms of a unital C Ã -algebra A such that the closed ideal generated by r a ð1Þ, a A S coincides with A. A finite labeled graph gives rise to a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ such that A ¼ C n for some n A N. Conversely, if A ¼ C n , the C Ã -symbolic dynamical system comes from a finite labeled graph. A l-graph system L gives rise to a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ such that A is CðW L Þ for some compact Hausdor¤ space W L with dim W L ¼ 0. Conversely, if A is CðX Þ for a compact Hausdor¤ space X with dim X ¼ 0, the C Ã -symbolic dynamical system comes from a l-graph system (Theorem 2.4). Hence C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems are generalizations of l-graph systems.
A C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ yields a nontrivial subshift L ðA; r; SÞ over S and a Hilbert C Ã -right A-module H r A . A word a 1 Á Á Á a k of S is admissible for L ðA; r; SÞ if and only if ðr a k Á Á Á r a 1 Þð1Þ 3 0. The Hilbert C Ã -right A-module H r A has an orthogonal finite basis fu a g a A S and a unital faithful diagonal left action f r : A ! LðH r A Þ. It is called a Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodule over A, and written as ðf r ; H r A ; fu a g a A S Þ. We will consider C Ã -algebras constructed from ðf r ; H r A ; fu a g a A S Þ. A general construction of C Ã -algebras from Hilbert C Ã -bimodules has been established by M. Pimsner [Pim] (cf. [Ka] ). The C Ã -algebras are called Cuntz-Pimsner algebras (see also [KPW] , [MS] ). The constructed C Ã -algebra from the Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodule ðf r ; H r A ; fu a g a A S Þ is denoted by A z r L, where L is the subshift L ðA; r; SÞ associated with ðA; r; SÞ. We call the algebra A z r L the C Ã -symbolic crossed product of A by the subshift L. If A ¼ C, the subshift L is the full shift S Z , and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is the Cuntz algebra O jSj of order jSj. If A ¼ CðX Þ with dim X ¼ 0, there uniquely exists a l-graph system L up to equivalence such that the subshift L is presented by L and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is the C Ã -algebra O L associated with the l-graph system L. Conversely, for any subshift, that is presented by a l-graph system L, there exists a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ such that L ðA; r; SÞ is the subshift presented by L, the algebra A is CðW L Þ with dim W L ¼ 0, and the algebra A z r L is the C Ã -algebra O L associated with L (Theorem 4.2). If in particular, A ¼ C n , the subshift L is a sofic shift and A z r L is a Cuntz-Krieger algebra.
We will introduce notions of strong shift equivalence and shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems, as generalizations of those of square nonnegative matrices ( [Wi] , cf. [N] , [BK] , [Ma] ). They are also generalizations of conjugacy of single automorphisms of C Ã -algebras. Strong shift equivalence and shift equivalence of Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodules are also introduced. We know that two C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ are strong shift equivalent (resp. shift equivalent) if and only if their associated Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodules ðf r ; H r A ; fu a g a A S Þ and ðf r 0 ; H r 0 A 0 ; fu 0 a g a A S 0 Þ are strong shift equivalent (resp. shift equivalent). A notion of strong shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic crossed products with gauge actions is introduced. Let ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ be two C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems. Let L and L 0 be their associated subshifts L ðA; r; SÞ and L ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ respectively. If ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ are strong shift equivalent, then the subshifts L and L 0 are topologically conjugate, the C Ã -symbolic crossed products A z r L and A 0 z r 0 L 0 with gauge actionsr r and b r 0 r 0 are strong shift equivalent, and their stabilized gauge actions are cocycle conjugate (Theorem 6.9). In Section 6, we finally define the K-groups K Ã ðA; r; SÞ, the Bowen-Franks groups BF Ã ðA; r; SÞ and the dimension groups D Ã ðA; r; SÞ for ðA; r; SÞ by using K-theoretic invariants for the algebra A z r L, that are invariant under strong shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems (Proposition 6.10).
Throughout this paper, a unital commutative AF algebra is denoted by CðX Þ with dim X ¼ 0. The notation A 0 does not denote the commutant of A. See [LM] for general notations and terminology of symbolic dynamics. The published manuscript [Ma5] is a survey of this paper.
C*-symbolic dynamical systems
Let A be a unital C Ã -algebra. Throughout this paper, an endomorphism of A means a Ã-endomorphism of A that does not necessarily preserve the unit 1 A of A. The unit 1 A is denoted by 1 unless we specify. We denote by EndðAÞ the set of all endomorphisms of A. Let S be a finite set. A finite family of endomorphisms r a A EndðAÞ, a A S is said to be essential if r a ð1Þ 3 0 for all a A S and the closed ideal generated by r a ð1Þ, a A S coincides with A. It is said to be faithful if for any nonzero x A A there exists a symbol a A S such that r a ðxÞ 3 0.
Definition. A C
Ã -symbolic dynamical system is a triplet ðA; r; SÞ consisting of a unital C Ã -algebra A and a finite family of endomorphisms r a of A indexed by a A S, that is essential and faithful.
Two C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ are said to be isomorphic if there exist an isomorphism F : A ! A 0 and a bijection p : S ! S 0 such that F r a ¼ r 0 pðaÞ F for all a A S.
Proposition 2.1. For a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ, there uniquely exists a subshift L ðA; r; SÞ over S such that a word a 1 Á Á Á a k of S is admissible for L ðA; r; SÞ if and only if ðr a k Á Á Á r a 1 Þð1Þ 3 0.
Proof. Let L ðA; r; SÞ be the set of all words a 1 Á Á Á a k of S such that ðr a k Á Á Á r a 1 Þð1Þ 3 0. For a 1 Á Á Á a k A L ðA; r; SÞ , as ðA; r; SÞ is essential, there exist
Hence we may find a symbol a 0 such that ðr a k Á Á Á r a 1 r a 0 Þð1Þ 3 0. Since ðA; r; SÞ is faithful, there exists a symbol a kþ1 such that ðr a kþ1 r a k Á Á Á r a 1 r a 0 Þð1Þ 3 0. Hence L ðA; r; SÞ forms a language that yields a subshift by [LM] , Proposition 1.3.4, with the desired property. r
Suppose that A is a commutative C Ã -algebra CðWÞ of all continuous functions on a compact Hausdor¤ space W. An endomorphism of A bijectively corresponds to a continuous map from a clopen set of W to W. Hence a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system À CðWÞ; r; S Á bijectively corresponds to a family f f a ; E a g a A S of clopen sets E a H W and continuous maps f a :
Hence we have P a A S r a ð1Þ f 1. We will study this situation in more graphical examples for a while.
For a left-resolving labeled graph G ¼ ðG; lÞ (see [LM] , p. 76), let v 1 ; . . . ; v n be its vertex set. Consider the n-dimensional commutative
where each minimal projection E i corresponds to the vertex v i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. We define an n Â n-matrix for a A S by 
Conversely, let ðA; r; SÞ be a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system such that A is ndimensional and commutative. Take E 1 ; . . . ; E n the orthogonal minimal projections of A such that A ¼ CE 1 l Á Á Á l CE n . Define an n Â n matrix for a A S by
Aði; a; jÞE j for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, a A S. Let v 1 ; . . . ; v n be the vertex set corresponding to the projections E 1 ; . . . ; E n . Define a directed labeled edge e such as the source vertex sðeÞ ¼ v i , the terminal vertex tðeÞ ¼ v j and the label lðeÞ ¼ a if Aði; a; jÞ ¼ 1. Then we have a left-resolving labeled graph G which presents the subshift L ðA; r; SÞ . Hence we have Proposition 2.2. For a left-resolving labeled graph G, there exists a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA G ; r G ; SÞ such that the algebra A G is C n for some n A N, and the subshift L ðA G ; r G ; SÞ is the sofic shift L G presented by G. Conversely, for a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ, if A is C n , there exists a left-resolving labeled graph G such that A ¼ A G and L ðA; r; SÞ ¼ L G the sofic shift presented by G.
Let us generalize the above discussions to subshifts and l-graph systems. Let L be a l-graph system ðV ; E; l; iÞ over S (see [Ma] ). Its vertex set V is S y l¼0 V l . Let A l; lþ1 be the matrices defined in [Ma2] , Theorem A. We equip V l with discrete topology. We denote by W L the compact Hausdor¤ space of the projective limit
where the vertices v l i A V l , i ¼ 1; . . . ; mðlÞ correspond to the minimal projections 
We show the converse implication.
Theorem 2.4. Let ðA; r; SÞ be a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system. If the algebra A is CðX Þ with dim X ¼ 0, there exists a l-graph system L over S such that the associated C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA L ; r L ; SÞ is isomorphic to ðA; r; SÞ.
Proof. Take a unital increasing sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras B l ,
subalgebras A m are defined for all m e k. Let A kþ1 be the C Ã -subalgebra of A generated by A k , B kþ1 and r a ðA k Þ, a A S. We then have a unital increasing sequence of finite dimen-
A l is dense in A and r a ðA l Þ H A lþ1 for all with label a. Since r is essential, every vertex of V l except l ¼ 0 has an in-coming edge. Since r is faithful, every vertex of V l has an out-going edge. The resulting labeled Bratteli diagram with map i yields a l-graph system L such that ðA L ; r L ; SÞ is isomorphic to ðA; r; SÞ and r L a ¼ r a , a A S. r A C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ is said to be predecessor-separated if the projections fðr a k Á Á Á r a 1 Þð1Þ j a 1 ; . . . ; a k A S; k A Ng generate A.
Proposition 2.5. If a l-graph system L is predecessor-separated, the C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA L ; r L ; SÞ is predecessor-separated. Conversely, if A is commutative and a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ is predecessor-separated, there exists a predecessorseparated l-graph system L over S such that ðA L ; r L ; SÞ is isomorphic to ðA; r; SÞ, so that
Proof. Suppose that L is predecessor-separated (see [Ma] 
This means that each projection E l i is written as a product of some of ðr a l Á Á Á r a 1 Þð1Þ,
Conversely, suppose that ðA; r; SÞ is predecessor-separated. We define a sequence of subalgebras 
. . . ; mðlÞg be the minimal projections of A l and fF
We may take N A Z þ and matrices H 0 and K 0 with entries in f0; 1g such that 
. Therefore L and L 0 are equivalent.
Conversely, suppose that ðM; I Þ and ðM 0 ; I 0 Þ are equivalent. Let H l and K l be matrices satisfying (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6). Put
Therefore we have
Corollary 2.7. Suppose that an algebra A is commutative. If a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ is predecessor-separated, there uniquely exists a predecessor-separated l-graph system L over S up to equivalence such that the associated C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA L ; r L ; SÞ is isomorphic to ðA; r; SÞ.
Hence the equivalence classes of the predecessor-separated l-graph systems are identified with the isomorphism classes of the predecessor-separated C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems of the commutative AF-algebras.
We formulate here an action of a subshift to a C Ã -algebra. We say that a subshift L acts on a C Ã -algebra A if there exists a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ such that the associated subshift L ðA; r; SÞ coincides with L.
Hilbert C*-symbolic bimodules
In this section we will construct a Hilbert C Ã -bimodule from a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system. For a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ, put the projections P a ¼ r a ð1Þ in A for a A S. Let fe a g a A S denote the standard basis of the vector space C jSj , where jSj denotes the cardinal number of S. Set
Ce a n P a A:
Define a right A-action and an A-valued inner product on H r A by setting ðe a n P a xÞy :¼ e a n P a xy;
0 otherwise for a; b A S and x; y A A. Then H r A forms a Hilbert C Ã -right A-module. We put u a :¼ e a n P a ; a A S:
The family u a , a A S forms an orthogonal finite basis of H r A in the sense of [KPW] . As the closed ideal generated by P a , a A S coincides with A, the Hilbert module H r A is full (cf. [KW] ). That is, hv j wi for v; w A H r A generate A. Define a diagonal left action f r of A to the set of adjointable bounded A-module maps on H r A by f r ðaÞu a x :¼ u a r a ðaÞx; a; x A A; a A S:
The above definition is well-defined. Since the family fr a g a A S is faithful, the left action f r of A on H r A is faithful, that is, the element f r ðxÞ is nonzero for any nonzero x A A.
Definition. A full Hilbert C
Ã -right A-module H A with an orthogonal finite basis fu a g a A S and a unital faithful diagonal left action f : A ! LðH A Þ is called a Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodule over A. It is written as ðf; H A ; fu a g a A S Þ. 
It is routine to check that they are inverses each other and yield a unitary equivalence between ðf r ; H Proof. Let E 1 ; . . . ; E n be the minimal projections of A with A ¼ CE 1 l Á Á Á l CE n . They correspond to the vertices v 1 ; . . . ; v n respectively. Suppose that ðA; r; SÞ and ðA; h; SÞ are inner conjugate. Let U be a jSj Â jSj-matrix over A satisfying (3.3), (3.4). By taking A-valued trace on the equation (3.3), one sees that
This means that A r ði; jÞ ¼ A h ði; jÞ for all i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n.
Conversely, assume that A r ði; jÞ ¼ A h ði; jÞ for all i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. Take a bijection j i; j : E r ði; jÞ ! E h ði; jÞ. Put cði; a; b; jÞ ¼ 1 if there exists e A E r ði; jÞ such that l r ðeÞ ¼ a, l
cði; a; b; jÞE j :
Since one sees that [Ka] , see also [KPW] , [KW] , [MS] , [Sch] etc.). We denote the C Ã -algebra by A z r L, where L is the subshift L ðA; r; SÞ associated with ðA; r; SÞ. We call the algebra A z r L the C Ã -symbolic crossed product of A by the subshift L.
Proposition 4.1. The C Ã -symbolic crossed product A z r L is the universal C Ã -algebra C Ã ðA; S a ; a A SÞ generated by x A A and partial isometries S a , a A S subject to the relations
for all x A A and a A S. Furthermore for a 1 ; . . . ; a k A S, a word ða 1 ; . . . ; a k Þ is admissible for the subshift L if and only if S a 1 Á Á Á S a k 3 0.
Proof. By [Pim] , the C Ã -algebra constructed from the Hilbert C Ã -bimodule ðf r ; H r A Þ with finite basis fu a g a A S is the universal C Ã -algebra C Ã ðA; S a ; a A SÞ generated by x A A and partial isometries S a , a A S subject to the relations:
for all x A A and a A S. As the basis fu a g a A S is orthogonal, the third equality above is equivalent to the equality xS a ¼ S a hu a j u a ir a ðxÞ because of (3.1). By the second equality above, one has S a hu a j u a ir a ðxÞ ¼ S a S Ã a xS a . It is also equivalent to the third equality of (4.1). r Theorem 4.2. Let ðA; r; SÞ be a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system and L be the associated subshift L ðA; r; SÞ . Assume that A is commutative.
Z , and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is the Cuntz algebra O jSj of order jSj.
(ii) If A ¼ C n for some n A N, the subshift L is a sofic shift L G presented by a leftresolving labeled graph G, and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is a Cuntz-Krieger algebra O G associated with the labeled graph. Conversely, for any sofic shift L G , that is presented by a leftresolving labeled graph G, there exists a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ such that the associated subshift is the sofic shift L G , the algebra A is C n for some n A N, and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is the Cuntz-Krieger algebra O G associated with the labeled graph.
that is presented by a left-resolving l-graph system L, there exists a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ such that the associated subshift is the subshift L L , the algebra A is CðW L Þ with dim W L ¼ 0, and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is the C Ã -algebra O L associated with the l-graph system L.
Proof. We remark that Pimsner showed the following fact [Pim] : For every Hilbert C Ã -bimodule E over a C Ã -algebra A, if A is C n , and if E is projective and finitely generated, the associated C Ã -algebra is a Cuntz-Krieger algebra.
Hence the subshift L is the full shift S Z , and the C Ã -algebra A z r L is the Cuntz algebra O jSj by the relation (4.1).
(ii) Suppose that A ¼ C n . It is direct to see that A z r L becomes a Cuntz-Krieger algebra from the above fact shown by Pimsner. Hence the converse implication also holds by Proposition 2.2 ( [Ma2] , Proposition 7.3, cf. [Ca] , [Tom] ).
(iii) Suppose A ¼ CðX Þ with dim X ¼ 0. By Theorem 2.4, there uniquely exists a l-graph system L over S such that the associated C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA L ; r L ; SÞ is isomorphic to ðA; r; SÞ. Then it is easy to see that the relations ðLÞ in [Ma2] , Theorem 3.6, are nothing but the relations (4.1). By their universalities, the C Ã -algebras A z r L and O L are canonically isomorphic. The converse implication follows from Proposition 2.3. r
We will give some examples.
(i) Let a 1 ; . . . ; a m A AutðBÞ be automorphisms of a unital C Ã -algebra B. Let G ¼ ðG; lÞ be a left-resolving labeled graph with symbols S ¼ fa 1 ; . . . ; a m g and vertex set V ¼ fv 1 ; . . . ; v n g. Let ½A G ði; a k ; jÞ i; j¼1;...; n be the n Â n-matrix for a k A S defined by (2.1). We put A ¼ B l Á Á Á l B the direct sum of the n-copies of B. For a k A S, define r G a k A EndðAÞ by setting
Since we assume that every vertex of G has an in-coming edge, one has
Since we also assume that every vertex of G has an out-going edge, the family fr
is faithful. Hence we have a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r G ; SÞ. The associated subshift L ðA; r G ; SÞ is the sofic shift L G presented by the labeled graph G. If the underlying directed graph G is irreducible with condition (I) in the sense of [CK] and automorphisms a k have no nontrivial invariant ideal of B, the associated crossed product A z r L G is simple and purely infinite.
The following example is a special case of this example.
(ii) Let A ¼ CðTÞ and S ¼ f1; . . . ; ng, n > 1. Take irrational numbers y 1 ; . . . ; y n A RnQ. Define r i ð f ÞðzÞ ¼ f ðe 2p ffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p y i zÞ for f A CðTÞ, z A T. We have a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system À CðTÞ; r; S Á . Since r i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n are automorphisms, the associated subshift is the full shift S Z . We denote by O y 1 ;...; y n the C Ã -symbolic crossed product CðTÞ z y 1 ;...; y n S Z . As the algebra O y 1 ;...; y n is the universal C Ã -algebra generated by n isometries S i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n and one unitary U subject to the relations:
it is realized as the ordinary crossd product O n z a y 1 ;...; yn Z of the Cuntz algebra O n by the automorphism a y 1 ;...; y n defined by a y 1 ;...; y n ðS i Þ ¼ e 2p ffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p y i S i . It is simple and purely infinite whose K-groups are K 0 ðO y 1 ;...; y n Þ G K 1 ðO y 1 ;...; y n Þ G Z=ðn À 1ÞZ: (iii) Let A ¼ ½Aði; jÞ i; j¼1;...; n be an n Â n matrix with entries in f0; 1g. We denote by L þ A its one-sided topological Markov shift
Let S i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n be the generating partial isometries of the Cuntz-Krieger algebra
A is identified with the subalgebra of O A generated by the projections
. . . ; h n ; i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i n g be 2n-brackets. We define 2n endomorphisms of A A by setting
We have a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA A ; r A ; SÞ. If in particular all entries of A are 1, then L þ A is the one-sided full shift f1; . . . ; ng N and the associated subshift is the Dyck shift D n of the 2n-brackets. Let L ChðD n Þ be the associated l-graph system for ðA A ; r A ; SÞ. It is called the Cantor horizon l-graph system of the Dyck shift D n (see [KM] ). The
ChðDnÞ associated with L ChðD n Þ ( [KM] , [Ma6] ). Its K-groups have been computed so that
where CðC; ZÞ denotes the abelian group of all Z-valued continuous functions on the Cantor set C ( [KM] ). For a general matrix A with entries in f0; 1g, let L ChðD A Þ be the associated l-graph system to ðA A ; r A ; SÞ. It is easy to see that the associated subshift is a subshift of D n that has some forbidden words coming from the forbidden words of the topological Markov shift L A . The subshift is a version of topological Markov shift of the Dyck shifts, appeard in [HIK] , [Kr2] , [KM2] and studied in [HIK] , [Kr2] , [Ma7] . We call it the topological Markov Dyck shift associated with the matrix A and write it as D A . We then see that the C Ã -symbolic crossed product CðL 
Strong shift equivalence of C*-symbolic dynamical systems and Hilbert C*-bimodules
As in the preceding section, we may regard a l-graph system as a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system. In [Ma] , we have formulated strong shift equivalence of symbolic matrix systems, as a generalization of nonnegative square matrices ( [Wi] ) and symbolic square matrices ( [N] ). Strong shift equivalence of symbolic matrix systems is a basic equivalence relation in topological conjugacy of subshifts ( [Ma] , Theorem A). In this section, we will formulate strong shift equivalences and shift equivalences of C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems and of Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodules as generalizations of those of l-graph systems.
Definition. Two C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ are said to be strong shift equivalent in 1-step if there exist finite sets C and D, two families Thus the family fr rã a gã a AS S is essential. It is easy to see that the family is faithful. Hence ðÃ A;r r;S SÞ is a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system. r
We call ðÃ A;r r;S SÞ the bipartite C Ã -symbolic dynamical system related to ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ. If there exists an N-chain of strong shift equivalences in 1-step between ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ, they are said to be strong shift equivalent in N-step and written as ðA; r; SÞA N ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ. They are simply said to be strong shift equivalent.
Lemma 5.2. (i) If ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ are isomorphic, they are strong shift equivalent in 1-step.
(ii) Suppose that both sets S and S 0 are one point fag and fa 0 g respectively and both r a and r 
We next formulate shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems.
Definition. C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ are said to be shift equivalent of lag N if there exist two finite sets C and D, two families h c :
where a specification k : S 1 ! S 2 means a bijection from a subset of S 1 onto a subset of S 2 . We write this situation as ðh; z; Proof. The proofs are straightforward and similar to the case of matrices ( [Wi] , cf. [LM] ). We give sketchs of the proofs. 
By choosing suitable specifications
We may define four suitable specifications
Nþ1 ! CD and k S 0 : S 0Nþ1 ! DC to yield a shift equivalence of lag N þ 1 between ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 0 ; r 0 ; S 0 Þ.
(iii) Assume both
00 ; r 00 ; S 00 Þ:
NþL ! CD and k S 00 : S 00NþL ! DC to give rise to a shift equivalence between ðA; r; SÞ and ðA 00 ; r 00 ;
Thus shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic dynamical systems is an equivalence relation.
We will next formulate strong shift equivalence and shift equivalence of Hilbert C Ã -bimodules. Let A and A 0 be C Ã -algebras. We define a Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodule ðj; A H A 0 ; fw a g a A S Þ over ðA; A 0 Þ by a full Hilbert C Ã -right A 0 -module with orthogonal finite basis fw a g a A S and a unital faithful diagonal left action j of A on A H A 0 . It is simply called a Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodule. Let ðj; A H A 0 ; fw a g a A S Þ and ðc; A 0 H A 00 ; fw 0 a 0 g a 0 A S 0 Þ be Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodules. Define the relative tensor product
is the tensor product Hilbert C Ã -right A 00 -module relative to A 0 , and j n 1 is the natural left A-action on it. The finite set S n A 0 S 0 is defined as follows:
As both the left actions j and c are diagonal with respect to the bases fw a g a A S and fw 0 a 0 g a 0 A S 0 respectively, there exist h a ðaÞ A A 0 for a A A and z a 0 ðbÞ A A 00 for b A A 0 such that jðaÞw a ¼ w a h a ðaÞ and cðbÞw
It is easy to check that 
It is denoted by ðx; H X Þ and satisfies
As H X is regarded as a Hilbert C Ã -right A l A 0 -module, ðx; H X Þ is considered to be a Hilbert C Ã -bimodule over A l A 0 , that is called a bipartite Hilbert C Ã -bimodule related to ðf; H A Þ and ðf 0 ; H A 0 Þ. The condition (5.1) is equivalent to the condition
If there exists an N-chain of strong shift equivalences in 1-step between ðf; H A Þ and ðf 0 ; H A 0 Þ, they are said to be strong shift equivalent in N-step and we write it as ðf; H A Þ A 
We write this situation as
We similarly define a shift equivalence between Hilbert C Ã -symbolic bimodules by equipping with finite bases. The following proposition is parallel to Proposition 5.3 ( [Wi] , cf. [LM] 
It is direct to see 
We set
gives rise to an isomorphism 
Since the bases fw c g Hence h c and similarly z d are * -homomorphisms. On the other hand, as
with their canonical bases, the family
Á 3 0 É corresponds to the basis fu a g a A S of ðf; H A Þ. Hence there exists an into bijection k : S ! CD such that u a goes to w c a n A 0 w d a for kðaÞ ¼ c a d a . Since one has 
Strong shift equivalence of gauge actions
In this section we introduce the notion of strong shift equivalence of C Ã -symbolic crossed products with gauge actions. As in [Pim] (cf. [KPW] ), the gauge action, denoted byr r, on the algebra A z r L of the torus
Definition. Two C Ã -symbolic crossed products ðA z r L;r r; TÞ and ðA 0 z r 0 L 0 ; b r 0 r 0 ; TÞ with gauge actions are said to be strong shift equivalent in 1-step if there exists a 0 ; b r 0 r 0 ; TÞ, they are said to be strong shift equivalent in N-step and written as ðA z r L;r r; TÞA
TÞ. It is simply said to be strong shift equivalent. We will prove the following theorem. 
x jã a AS S; x AÃ AÞ of ðÃ A;r r;S SÞ is the universal C Ã -algebra generated by partial isometries Sã a ,ã a AS S ¼ C t D and elements x AÃ A that satisfy the relations (4.1). Let C Ã ðS CD ; AÞ and C Ã ðS DC ; A 0 Þ be the C Ã -subalgebras ofÃ A zr rL L defined by
inÃ A zr rL L:
We set C ¼ fc 1 ; . . . ; c n g and D ¼ fd 1 ; . . . ; d m g. Let 1 A and 1 A 0 be the units of the algebras A and A 0 respectively.
We provide some lemmas to prove this proposition. 
Proof. We note that for ða; 
The equality S d ð0; bÞS
Proof. By the relations (4.1) and (6.1), one sees ða; bÞ ¼ P a a AS S Sã ar rã a ða; bÞS Ã a a . By identifying 1 A ¼ ð1 A ; 0Þ A A l A 0 , it then follows that by (6.1)
Let us show C Ã ðS CD ; AÞ ¼ P C ðÃ A zr rL LÞP C . The other one is symmetric.
Lemma 6.5. C Ã ðS CD ; AÞ H P C ðÃ A zr rL LÞP C . for a A A and a A S. By the universality of A z r L, through the into bijection k : S ! CD, there exists a surjective * -homomorphism F from A z r L to C Ã ðS CD ; AÞ satisfying FðaÞ ¼ a for a A A and Fðs a Þ ¼ S kðaÞ for a A S. Let e : A z r L ! ðA z r LÞr r be the canonical conditional expectation from A z r L onto the fixed point algebra ðA z r LÞr r under the gauge actionr r. Letẽ e :Ã A zr rL L ! ðÃ A zr rL LÞr r r r be the similarly defined conditional expectation. Then as in [Pim] (cf. [KPW] ), the algebras ðA z r LÞr r and ðÃ A zr rL LÞr r r r are realized as the C Ã -subalgebras F ðA; r; SÞ generated by s m as Ã n for a A A, m; n A L Ã with jmj ¼ jnj, and F ðÃ A;r r;S SÞ generated by Sm m xS Ã n n for x AÃ A,m m;ñ n AL L Ã with jm mj ¼ jñ nj respectively. Let F C Ã ðS CD ; AÞ be the C Ã -subalgebra of C Ã ðS CD ; AÞ generated by S kða 1 Þ Á Á Á S kða n Þ ða; 0ÞS r 0 r 0 respectively. Then Lemma 6.8 says that they are Morita equivalent via ðX; u C ; TÞ in the sense of [Co] and [CMW] , so that their stabilizations are cocycle conjugate by [Co] . r After submitting the first draft of this paper, the author has received preprints [MPT] , [Tom2] in which strong shift equivalence are studied for C Ã -correspondences and related results are shown.
In the rest of this section, we will concern K-theory for the C Ã -algebra A z r L constructed from a C Ã -symbolic dynamical system ðA; r; SÞ. The endomorphisms r a : A ! A for a A S yield endomorphisms r a Ã : K Ã ðAÞ ! K Ã ðAÞ for a A S on the K-theory groups of A. Define an endomorphism 
